Condition Monitoring Reinvented
Decidedly Functional. Surprisingly Affordable.

24/7
High Performance Condition Monitoring

Reduce Downtime with
Dynapar OnSite™ Condition
Monitoring System

Transform Your Operations with 24/7 Condition Monitoring

Dynapar OnSite™
Condition
Monitoring System
from Dynapar

Transform Your Operations

Rethink Condition Monitoring

In these days of lean staffing, maintenance already has far too much to do. Continuous monitoring lets technicians
reclaim the hours they would otherwise spend circling from asset to asset to record data that is statistically unlikely
to prove meaningful. Tracking condition remotely cuts risk by reducing the need to access equipment in hard-toreach or dangerous locations. It increases operational equipment effectiveness (OEE) and allows engineers to focus
on preventing and solving problems rather than performing rote work.

Cut costs and boost productivity with a condition-monitoring tool designed for ease of
use and scalability. The Dynapar OnSite™ system is a powerful predictive maintenance
system targeted at preventing failures before they occur. It can slash unscheduled
downtime, improve efficiency of route-based vibration analysis, and provide real-time
analytics and trending to warn of possible machine failures.

Feature-rich
performance at an
entry-level price

From...

To...

Dynapar OnSite™ Sensor Hub

Dynapar OnSite™ Analytics

• Broad route-based monitoring (milk runs), with
over 50% of time wasted walking the plant and
collecting data

• Strategic route-based checks guided by continuous
equipment visibility

• Affordable, 24/7 condition monitoring

• Preprogrammed with configurable dashboards
and alarms

• Breakdowns in between milk runs — sometimes
right after

• 24 x 7 condition monitoring applied to a broader set
of assets

• Spiraling maintenance and downtime costs

• Less time spent gathering data and more time acting
on it

• Online monitoring limited to only a few assets
due to expense

• Significant savings through reduced downtime and
lower frequency of milk runs

• Easy to deploy and easy to use by anyone
• Easy to expand, scale and redeploy to other assets
• Tough enough to survive the harshest conditions
• Setup in minutes, no need to wire into control
architecture
• Collect vibration, temperature and speed data
(with optional encoder input)

• Cloud based, access from any device
• Designed for multi-stakeholder access
• Supports non-expert and power users alike
• Built in tools including FFT plots, waterfall plots,
harmonic cursors, RMS trend and more

“Continuous monitoring sounds good but…”

…it’s expensive
…it’s IT intensive
…it’s complicated
…it’s not scalable

…it’s time-consuming
…it’s not secure
What if everything you think you know is wrong?
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Enable Real Time Collaboration with Your Entire Team

Collect real time data
Deploy in minutes and collect:

24/7

• Vibration
• Temperature
• Speed (with encoder option)

Analyze and trend data

Store data and access
anywhere
Secure WiFi
or Cellular
Network

Analyze with built in tools:
• Overall Trend Plot

Cloud based, not
wired into control
architecture/software

• Full Waveform Plot
• FFT Plot
• Waterfall Plots

Send automated
alarms on
predefined limits

• Status Dashboards
• Harmonic Cursors
• Sideband Cursors

Access from any device

• Export Data

Automatically
timestamp and run
calculations/analytics

Reduce Downtime and Increase Productivity by Changing How You Work
Share,
collaborate
and act
on data

Vibration and temperature
issue on motor 3.

Let’s dispatch a team.

Problem fixed. The Dynapar
OnSite™ System verified
machine startup.

Good catch! Glad we fixed
this without going down.

Reliability

Vibration Technician

Operations

Maintenance

Plant Manager

• Become situationally aware of
critical assets, even those in
remote locations and view data
in real time

• Easily identify at-risk assets
through continuous 24/7
monitoring

• Receive real time alarms
when equipment condition
changes beyond set levels
without needing to analyze
raw data

• Monitor critical equipment
remotely from any device and
receive alerts when machine
condition changes beyond
set levels

• Run your plant more efficiently
by optimizing throughput and
productivity with data and
scheduling maintenance more
strategically

• Share machine condition data
with 3rd parties via a secure
cloud not mixed with other
critical control data (option to
integrate via API also available)

• Identify troubled equipment
before it fails and place
troubled assets on watch for
continuous monitoring

• “Keep an eye on your most
critical assets and receive
alerts when machine conditions
exceed pre-established
thresholds

• Share data across multiple
teams internal or external to
collaborate and quickly make
decisions to prevent downtime
and improve overall plant
reliability
• Schedule maintenance more
strategically and be more
efficient with route based
monitoring
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Yes I see the problem, looks
like an alignment issue.

• Reduce exposure to harsh
or hazardous environments
when taking readings in remote
locations
• Spend more time solving
problems and less time
taking meaningless readings
• Offer customers new services
by offering an affordable
solution to continuous 24/7
condition monitoring

• Shrink cost of operations and
repair by avoiding unnecessary
monitoring or early replacement of assets

• Schedule downtime more
efficiently and avoid premature
asset repair or replacement
• Speed commissioning and
restarts by comparing to baseline data stored in the cloud

• Easily view condition of
equipment in hard-to-reach
areas that may pose safety
risks for route-based monitoring
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Dynapar OnSite ™ Sensor and Cloud Based Tools

The Dynapar OnSite™ system is a hardware and software solution that combines flexibility with fast results. The
hardware hub collects vibration, temperature and speed (with an encoder present) and transmits it via a Wi-Fi or
Cellular network. There is no need to download software—the application resides in the cloud. Setup in minutes by
attaching the sensors, turn on the power and the Dynapar OnSite™ System does the rest. Built in software tools
allow alarms to be set and real time data to be analyzed.

Sensor Node

Wi-Fi or Cellular Communication

Easily installs in minutes with multiple mounting options. Rated at IP65 and 80 °C (176 °F)
max for rugged environments.

Compatible with existing infrastructure (no
proprietary gateway). 300m line of site max range.

Overall RMS
Vibration Trend

Sensors
4 sensors per node
with multiple mounting
options. Each contain
triaxial accelerometers
and temperature sensors.
Each sensor is rated IP68
and 105°C (221°F) max
for rugged environments.

See an overall trend to quickly
spot spikes and issues early

Overall RMS with
Speed Data
Combine vibration data
with speed and temperature
to achieve complete
situational awareness

Sensor Cables
Up to 30ft sensor cable
for hard to reach locations

Optional Encoder Input
Connect encoder for speed data allowing full
situational awareness of machine condition

Vibration
Waveforms
View raw data
and compare to
historical readings

QR Code

Edge Trigger Data
Collector

Scan for quick access to software and commissioning portal

Push button for instantaneous data reading

Waterfall Plot
Advanced analytic tools are
built in for any stakeholder to
root cause critical issues

Asset Status Indicator
Multifunction LED to visually
confirm device status
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Monitor Any Asset with Dynapar OnSite™ Condition Monitoring System

24-7 Critical Assets (high cost of downtime)
Prevent failure of critical assets that are running stably but have very high cost of downtime (e.g., rollers on
a paper machine)
“We have a dedicated team of highly skilled people and a contract simply for vibration monitoring, and
our motors still fail at least 20% of the time.”
—Head of Reliability

Troubled Assets (potential for catastrophic failure)
Monitor critical assets that are already on watch and might not make it to the next scheduled downtime.
Identify further progression before it leads to catastrophic failure or downtime.
“Despite our route based monitoring, many times issues are not caught because they occur between
monitoring intervals.”
—E/I Manager

Hard-to-Reach Assets (safety concern)
Protect staff by monitoring assets in remote locations or areas that present safety risks for workers
(e.g., rooftop fan during bad weather, motors/rollers/assets in very hot or corrosive environments, etc.)
“It is too hot and too dangerous to take readings on the dryer can bearings while the machine is
running. If we had a system we can deploy to difficult to reach locations we would have better coverage
and sleep better at night.”
—E/I Supervisor

Process Monitoring/Control (production throughput, quality)
Understand how different operators or parameters affect the performance of a process and thus the final
product quality or throughput. Develop insights regarding best/worst practices to operate an asset.
“Vibration data can be too voluminous and require special tools but we want to relate vibration and line
speed back to our production data timestamps to help our operators know when the mill is potentially
running sub-optimally.”
—Plant Reliability Manager

Asset Commissioning/Start-up (verify normal start-up operation)
Monitor newly installed assets during commissioning to generate baseline and ensure proper operation.
This baseline provides a reference to verify proper startup after completion of scheduled/unscheduled
maintenance.
“We need to be able to do a die changeover, take data and run. The [OnSite] system takes data automatically and it will notify me if threshold values are exceeded. This helps me focus on what is really
important instead of taking data.”
—Casting Quality Technician

Visit www.dynapar.com/onsite to learn more
and request a free product demonstration
Dynapar
1675 N. Delany Road
Gurnee, IL 60031-1282 USA
Phone: 1.800.873.8731 or 1.847.662.2666
Fax:
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